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JOSEPH PAUL D’URSO SWIVEL LOUNGE Delivering a modern twist for today’s marketplace the D’Urso Swivel Lounge provides a playful balance between utility and whimsy, perfect for today’s more relaxed workplace or hospitality setting. With an adjustable seat height, the base is available in three finishes: polished aluminum and black or white textured finish.

JOSEPH PAUL D’URSO A graduate of interior design and architecture at Pratt Institute, a Fellow of the Royal College of Art in London and Manchester College of Art and Design, Joseph D’Urso made his reputation in the mid-1970s designing “high-tech” private residences and showrooms. In 1980, D’Urso created a Knoll collection of high rolling tables, low tables and lounge seating that reflected his preference for objects that look more engineered than styled. Today, D’Urso straddles different mediums but maintains his minimalist principles.